tion of a complex phenomenon. There is no doubt that governments throughout the Western world have grown since the Second World War, and with this came a proliferation of what might be called subsidies. Nor is there any doubt that the density of most new urban development declined over the same years. But making the case that the former caused the latter is not so simple. Many other changes occurred concurrently -personal incomes rose, car use increased, industrial employment dispersed. One can in fact make the case that Sewell's provincial subsidies are as much the consequence as the cause of sprawl. The complexity of this 'chicken and egg' argument should, at the very least, be addressed, but the author makes no attempt to do so. Furthermore, as anyone familiar with the international literature will know, this line of thinking has been around for some time and has not yet won the day. In the United States, the tax deductibility of residential mortgage interest payments is often said to have caused sprawl, though infrastructure subsidies are also blamed at times. To present a local argument with almost no recognition of the international scholarly context, and what one can learn from it, lessens the value of this work considerably.
There are also some logical inconsistencies, suggesting that the work has not been fully thought through. How far would the author go, for instance, with 'user pays'? Would he cut off 'subsidies' to small-town school boards, or hospitals, because they too encourage low-density settlements? Sewell seems to be drifting, perhaps unknowingly, into a libertarian argument. Postwar provincial government growth has actually brought a degree of urban/suburban/rural equity that one should be careful about throwing out. And, rather curiously, he has disdain for the provincial government's forced amalgamation of Toronto in 1997, but admiration for the creation of Metropolitan Toronto in 1953, even though the political dynamics, and popular opposition, are nearly identical.
For anyone who has not yet encountered the argument that postwar government policies caused postwar suburban sprawl this book can serve as an introduction. Beyond that, one has to look hard for value. The chapters on suburban growth provide a useful account of events and people (though they have some errors, and in some cases one might be better off looking at books the author drew from), and the final chapters on the 1980s and 1990s cover important ground for the first time (though they are based entirely on recollections and opinions, not on research). One senses that The Shape of the Suburbs will not have the lasting value of The Shape of the City. richard white University of Toronto Mississauga
